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You should examine each items,and ask your leaders for these.
❶Recognition methodolgy
these

anti-these

⑴judging true or false from the very original principle.

judging true or false by the major opinions

truth iitself dose not depneds on major opinion.
⑵incoming information always has both possibility of true or false

disobedience for major opinion make inconveniences and troubles

⑶guessing future by logical prediction

guessing future by past experiences

❷Recognition on the World
⑴recognition of own(nation) status in the world system in historical

by anyhow,own and domestic problem is the 1st of all

process.Without international cooperation,we could not be saved.
hegemonism dynamics
⑵hegemonism
dynamics(conspiracy theory) due to few hereditary
family's global tyranny. Unless,they shall do suicide with the world

History is due to temporal affair with accidents
Elected democratic leaders conduct history. Mass media
camouflauges their tyranny.

Religion vs anti-Religion leads history.
⑶Religion
Genuine science affirms religion.
⑷Established economy is pseudo for the status quo profit.
Monetary Asset Sum
Debt Sum
Sum＝Monetary
Sum.

Temporal political-economical motive leads history. Popular science is
anti-Religion.
Admitting it would cause wealthy's decline,
so they hide it by bribery for information elites

No debt deduction without deduction of wealthy.
Climate Change Crisis
CCC
Unless
⑸Climate
Crisis(CCC
CCC)would be decisive for lives.Unless

Overwhelm momentum of now life way is impossible without massive

emergent CO2 vast reduction,global livelihood would encounter

oil and coal.Now global operation on hiding and neglecting the

Methane Catastrophe would become
serious crisis
crisis. At now and last,Methane

inconvenient facts is going on

fatal.

Global citizen must become soldier against CCC.→⑽.

⑹The current civilization is unprecedented and

Admitting this is to deny overwhelm momentum of now life way.

fatal mistakes having been Causing Own Extinction
Extinction.
⑺Roughly to tell,only agriculture would be substantial hereafter.

Without industry and commerce,overwhelm momentum of now life way
is impossible

⑻After all,only truth-justice could enable sound orders
orders.
Contradiction(lie-injustice) is to cause catastrophe at last.

The fittest surviving struggles(eugenic) is a reality.
Inconvenient facts must be suppressed.

Recognition Revolution
World One
⑼After all,Recognition
Revolution＝World
One.

single minded strategy of conserving status-quo by anti-communism

National(World)Family Economics
⑽National(World)Family

single minded strategy for conserving status quo with accelating global

All income goes to house wife and all family are redistributed by their

contradictions(discriminating the weak from the strong)

needs. By anyhow,they could at least eat in global peace .

toward final global war(operation ENDGAME)

☞：The anti-these world has been terribly delusional state by massive material life appetite,so whether they could turn or not would be tipping
point to rescue.This litmus paper could reveal good or wrong of leaders ideology as for future rescue.

